Let G be a connected graph and S a nonempty set of vertices of G. Then the Steiner distance d,(S) of S is the smallest number of edges in a connected subgraph of G that contains S. 
Introduction
In [l] a connected graph is defined to be vertex (edge) distance stable if the distance between nonadjacent vertices is unchanged after the deletion of a vertex (edge) of G.
A more general definition of an equivalent concept was introduced and studied in [4] . It was shown in [4] that a graph is vertex distance stable if and only if it is edge distance stable. We will thus refer to vertex or edge distance stable graphs as distance stable graphs. From a more general result established in [4] , it can be deduced that a graph is distance stable if and only if for every pair u,v of nonadjacent vertices, IN(u) n N(v)1 =0 or IN(u) n N(v)1 22. Thus a graph G is distance stable if and only if distances between pairs of vertices (in G) at distance 2 apart remain unchanged after the deletion of a vertex or an edge.
Further generalizations of distance stable graphs are studied in [6] . In particular for nonnegative integers k and 1 not both zero and D G N-{ l} a connected graph G is defined to be (k, 1, D)-stable if for every pair u, u of vertices of G that are at distance &(u, U)ED apart and every set A consisting of at most k vertices (of G -{u, u}) and at most 1 edges (of G), the distance between u and u in G-A equals &(u, u) . For a positive integer m, let N,,={xENI x>m). In [6] it is established that a graph is (k, 1, {m} 
Steiner distance stable graphs
Let G be a connected graph and S a nonempty set of vertices of G. Then the Steiner distance d, (S) of S is the smallest number of edges in a connected subgraph of G that contains the vertices of S. Such a subgraph must necessarily be a tree and is called a Steiner tree for S. The problem of finding the Steiner distance of a set of vertices in a (weighted) connected graph G has received considerable attention in the literature (see, for example, [S, 73) .
The concepts of Steiner distance in graphs and distance stable graphs suggest another generalization of distance stable graphs. For the remainder of this section we assume that k, 1, s and m are nonnegative integers with m8s > 2 and k and 1 not both zero. If S is a set of s vertices in a connected graph G such that d, (S) =m, then S is called an (s,m)-set. A connected graph G is said to be k-vertex l-edge (s, m)-Steiner distance stable if, for every (s, m)-set S of G and every set A consisting of at most k vertices of G-S and at most 1 edges of G, d,_. (S) =d, (S) . Thus k-vertex l-edge (2, m)-Steiner distance stable graphs are the (k, 1, {m})-stable graphs.
Note that if S is a set of s vertices such that d, (S) (S') =m. (S') =m. Let T' be a Steiner tree for S' in G-.4'. Note that T' does not contain Ui, otherwise do (S) <m. So, since T' has m+ 1 vertices and m + 1 > s, there exists a vertex ujeS -{pi} and V'E V( T') -S' so that nj is an end-vertex of T' and v' is the only vertex not in S' on the unique Uj-v' path P' in T'.
We consider two cases. Since T'-uj together with Ui and the edge uiw produces a tree of size m that contains S", it follows that d,(Y) < m. Note that the vertex following Uj on the uj-v' path P' belongs to S", call it x. If d, (S") 
Since S" n A =@, the hypothesis implies that dc_A (S") =m. Let T" be a Steiner tree for S" in G-A. We have already observed that uj is adjacent with some vertex x of T". So T" together with uj and the edge UjX produces a tree of size m + 1 in G-A that contains S.
Case 2: Suppose that the only vertex of T' to which Ui is adjacent is uj. Then there is some U,ES that is an end-vertex of T' where u, # Uj. Otherwise T' is a path with Uj and v as end vertices. However, then T'-v together with Ui and the edge UiUj produces a tree of size m that contains S. Case 2.1: Suppose that there exists an end-vertex u, of T' such that u, # Uj and such that the vertex w adjacent with u, is not v. If w =v' or WES, let S"={ul,u2 ,..., u,_i,u,+i ,..., u~,v'}; otherwise let S"={u1,u2 ,..., u._~,u,+~, . . . ,a,, w}. In either case T'-u,, together with Ui and the edge uiuj produces a tree of size m that contains S". So do (S") <m. Note that if Ts.. is any Steiner tree for S" (in either one of the two cases), then u, is adjacent with some vertex of Ts., since u, is adjacent with a vertex of S". Therefore do (S") In Theorem 1 we saw that the condition that a connected graph is k-vertex l-edge (s, m)-Steiner distance stable is sufficient for the graph to be k-vertex l-edge (s, m + l)-Steiner distance stable. The next result shows that this condition in not necessary. 
Proof. Let r=s+(m-s++)k+k-
1. Define G to be the kth power Cf of the cycle C,. That is, G is obtained from C, by joining every vertex u on C, to every vertex u on C, with dc,(u,v)<k. Suppose C,: vO,ul, . . . ,v~_~,v~ . We show first that G is k-vertex O-edge (s, m + 1)-Steiner distance stable. Let S be a set of s vertices of G such that dG(S)=m+ 1. We show that the subgraph (S), induced by S contains at least m-s + 3 components.
Suppose that (S) We now show that the converse of Theorem 2 does not hold.
Theorem 4. For s> 3 there is a graph which is l-vertex O-edge (s-1, s-1)-Steiner distance stable but not l-vertex O-edge (s, s)-Steiner distance stable.
Proof. Let G1 z Kl,, where V(G,)=(x, ul,uz, . . . ,us} and x has degree s in Gl. Let Gz zKK, with V(G2)={wl,wz,..., w,}. Define G to be the graph obtained from GluG,byaddingtheedgesin{uiwjI1~i,j~sandi#j}.ThenS={u,,u,,...,u,)~has Steiner distance s in G but in G-x, S has Steiner distance s+ 1. Hence G is not l-vertex O-edge (s, s)-Steiner distance stable.
Suppose now that S' is any (s-l,s-1)-set. Then (S'), is not connected. If IS' n V(G2)I 22, then (S' n {ul, u2, . . . , u,}l=O.Moreover,x~S'.LetS'={x,w, ,..., ws}. After deleting any vertex u of G not in S', either u1 or u2 still belongs to the resulting graph. Thus in this case d,_,(S')=d,(S')=s-1 for all (s-l,s-1)-sets S' and for all EI'(G)-S'. If IS'n V(G,)l=l, say wl~S'and XES', then necessarily S'n {ulru2,...,us} G (ul}. After the deletion of any vertex u from G that does not belong to S', either u2 or u3 still belongs to the resulting graph, which implies that d,_,(S') = d,(S') = s -1 in this case also.
If IS' n V(G,)I = 1, say WOES' and x $ S', then USES'. After deleting any vertex ME V(G)-S' from G a graph results that contains either w2 or w3. So d,_,(S')=d, (S') in this case as well. 
Independent Steiner distance stable graphs
In this section we focus our attention on independent sets of vertices of a graph. Our first result shows that in a certain sense the problem of finding Steiner trees for sets of independent vertices is equivalent to the problem of finding the Steiner trees of sets of vertices that are not necessarily independent. Let n, be the problem of finding a Steiner tree for a nonempty set of vertices of a connected graph and II, the problem of finding a Steiner tree for a nonempty independent set of vertices of a connected graph. Let G be a connected graph and S a nonempty set of vertices of G. Suppose Proof. Clearly if there is an algorithm that solves n, then in particular such an algorithm finds a Steiner tree for an independent set of vertices. So there is an algorithm for solving n,.
Suppose now that there is an algorithm for solving Z12. Let G be a connected graph and S a nonempty set of vertices. Suppose Gi, G2, . . . , G, are the components of (S),.
Let Ui correspond to Gi in R(G; S). Observe that {vr , v2, . . . , v,}is an independent set of vertices in R(G; S). So by applying the algorithm that solves II, to R(G; S) we obtain a Steiner tree T for (vl, v2, . . . , v,} in R(G; S). Let T' be the tree obtained from T by replacing each vi with a spanning tree of Gi (1 <i<n) and every edge of the type UUi where UE V(G -S) with an edge of G that joins u to some vertex of Gi. Then T' is a tree that contains S. So IE(T')l a&(S). We show next that T' is a Steiner tree for S. Let T, be a Steiner tree for S such that the number of components m of (S) , is a minimum. Clearly m b n. We show that m = n by showing that ( V(Gi))r, is connected for each i (1 <i < n). Suppose that (V(Gi))T, contains at least two components.
Let TI and T, be two such components such that an edge e of Gi (that does not belong to T,) joins a vertex x of T, to a vertex y of T,. Since x and y belong to S, T, contains an x-y path P. So P together with the edge e produces a cycle C. This cycle must contain a vertex and hence an edge that does not belong to any Gj (1 <j< n). Letf be such an edge. Then Ti= T,+xy-f is a Steiner tree for S such that (S),; has fewer components than (S)%. This contradicts our assumption. Thus m= n and lE((V(GJ)rJ=l I'(Gi)l-1 for 1 didn. Since R(T,;S) is a tree of R(G;S) that contains S, it follows that
IE(R(T,;S))I>IE(T)I. So IE(T')I=IE(T)I+C;=, (IV(Gi)I-l)~IE(R(T,;S))(+CI=,(IV(G~)I-l)=JE(T,)I=d,(S).
Thus by an earlier remark IE(T')I =d,(S).
0
Theorem 6 also follows directly from the nearest vertex reduction test described by Beasley [2] .
The concepts presented in Section 2 and Theorem 6 suggest the next topic. If G is a connected graph and S an independent set of s vertices of G such that d, ( Then dc_Af(U')=m. We now consider two cases. Case 1: Whenever T' is a Steiner tree for U' in G-A', then NTP(uZ) n NT,(uJ)=O.
Let T' be a Steiner tree for U' in G-A' and v' a vertex adjacent with u2 in T'. Then U"={u1, u3, v'} is an Z(3, m) -set. Since v'$A, it follows that there is a Steiner tree of
Such a tree together with u2 and the edge uzv' produces a Steiner tree for U of size m + 1 in G-A.
Case 2: There exists a Steiner tree T' for U' in G-A' such that NT,(+) n NTp(u3) # 0. Let y~&, (uJ n NTT(u3) . Observe, in this case since d,(U) = m+ 12 5, that d, (uI,uj) >m-1 forj=2,3. Note further that dG (ul,uJ and d,(u,,u,) In closing we wish to remark that it is our belief that the problem of determining whether a graph G is k-vertex l-edge (s, m)-Steiner distance stable (for m > s > 3 and k and s nonnegative integers not both 0) is NP-hard.
